The purpose of this article is to create a simpler and more accountable federal gift tax.
l In order to do that, this author proposes to address the issues of (1) valuation distortions; (2) gift completion rules; (3) current preferences for lifetime gifts; and (4) compliance.
Present law provides the opportunitl for attorneys and their clients to benefit by infusing complexity into the gift tax system and has penalized those taxpayers who have opted not to adopt convoluted, empty contrivances. It is time to adopt a rule of law that encourages and rewards simplic ity. 3 When the taxpayer complicates valuation, the value of his or her property interest should be interpreted in a way adverse to that taxpayer's interest. 4 This position is justified by: (1) the element of taxpayer volition unaccompanied by any reasonable rationalization (apart from slashing transfer tax liability) for the taxpayer's employing the convolution; (2) the lack of a business-world counterpart to using entities to reduce the value of a company's assets without a businessmotivated rationale; and (3) the unwarranted revenue loss from the resulting discounted valuation and from the increased revenue costs (auditing, appraisals, and litigation) that accompany these tortuous transactions. Essentially, the law should be reformed so that "tax minimization" is not equated with an artifice that lIDdermines the integrity of the tax . If 5 system Itse .
In Robinette v. Helvering, the donor created a reversionary interest that depended not only on survivorship but also on her daughter's death without issue surviving to age 21. 6 The Supreme Court stated:
It may be true . . . that trust instruments . . . frequently create 'a complex aggregate of rights, privileges, powers and imrnlIDities ... .' But before one ... is entitled to deduction from his gift tax on the basis that he had retained some of these complex strands it is necessary that he at least establish the possibility of approximating what value he holds.
7
A broadened corollary to this holding that seems appropriate and more than timely in the context of family entity discounts is that when a taxpayer creates such an entity and transfers liquid assets to it in order to obtain valuation discounts for estate planning purposes, he or she is no longer a seller under the fair market value definition 8 and is outside the real business world where such interests are generally traded. Indeed, the government's valuation expert in Holman v. Commissioner shined a light on the reality of these contrivances when he stated that it was unlikely that a third party would accept the sale or use restrictions of the family limited partnership (FLP) agreement; clarifying on cross-examination, he said: 'What I mean is . .
. the issue [of transfer restrictions] wouldn't arise, because nobody at arm's length would get into this deal.,,9
Thus, the first rule in a simpler verifiable gift tax is a valuation rule intended to strip interests in such taxpayer-created non-business family entities of any illiquidity (non-transferability) and minority discounts 10 under the theory that when one creates a family estate planning contrivance, no tax benefits should be available to reduce the value of the entity's underlying assets. By disallowing those tax benefits, in addition to the cost of creating and maintaining such family entities, 11 despite claims to the contrary,12 no one would create these devices.
5See, e.g., Erhard Seminars Training v. Comm 'r, 52 T.e.M. (CCH) 890 (1986) ("While a taxpayer has the right to minimize his taxes by whatever means the law permits, this right does not bestow upon the taxpayer the right to structure paper arrangements that do not stand on the solid foundation of economic reality. ").
6 Robinette, 318 U.S. at 188.
7Id.
S See Wendy C. Gerzog, Valuation Discounting Techniques: Terms Gone Awry, 61 TAXLAW. 775 (2008) (explaining that the fair market value definition in Treas. Reg. § 20.203l-l(b) implicitly requires a seller (the asset holder) to want to maximize the value of an asset in order to supply the proper tension with the buyer who wants to minimize cost. A seller who wants to minimize the value of his property is not, by any reasonable definition, a seller.). 9 Holman v. Comm'r, 130 T.e. 170, 198 (2008) (emphasis added) (irlternal quotation marks omitted).
10 As suggested in the text, there would be one exemption from the simple valuation rule: a family business exemption, which would require an ongoing, active family business and not one created or maintained primarily for the management or holding of investments. 11 See, e.g., Kiara Ashanti, What Is a Family Limited Partnership (FLP) -Pros & Cons, MONEY CRASHERS: YOUR GUIDE TO FINANCIAL FITNESS, available at http://www.moneycrashers.comlfamily -limit edpartnership-flp/ (" Settirlgup an FLP can cost anywhere between $5,000 to $10,000 dollars [sic] with ongoing costs after setup ."); Frequently Asked Questions About Family Limited Partnerships, THE TEXAS PROBATE WEBSITE, available at http://www.texasprobate.netlfaqslflpfaq.htm ("Because the organizational costs can be substantial, families with business assets of less than $2 million rarely find it advantageous to establish an FLP.").
The second rule in a simpler gift tax would be to adopt a hard-to-complete rule of transfer taxation. 13 That change from the current system would eliminate much of the confusion generated by the gift completion regulations 14 and would eliminate the tax abuses that have sprung from section 2702, including the ability to create ladders of short-term GRATs. 15
Under the simpler gift tax proposaL for a gift to be complete, the donor must relinquish all interests in, and control over, the transferred property. Instead of drawing unsatisfying lines among different divestments of control and of relying on actuarial techniques that may be manipulated to avoid transfer tax, a simple gift tax would apply only to transfers with the donor's complete renunciation of all interests and control in the property. Retained interests or powers would constitute incomplete gratuitous transfers that would be taxed in the donor's estate.
16 That simple rule would coordinate well with the estate tax provisions and would eliminate instances where a transfer could under current law be subject to both transfer taxes,17 albeit with present law offsets in the calculations of the estate tax to prevent double taxation. 18 That rule would deny the donor of complex transfers the benefit of value freezing and any additional benefits available for lifetime transfers.
19 That rule would also encourage outright transfers of property. 15GRAT is an acronym for a grantor retained annuity trust. Because of valuation abuses in the area of grantor retained interest gifts, wherein theretained interest was overvalued in order to undervalue the grantor's gift, most grantor retained interests are given a zero value under the provisions of LR.C. § 2702.
See LR.C. § 2702 (2012). GRATs, wherein the transferor retains an annuity interest in a trust, are specifically allowed under that Code section to permit the value of the transferred property to be reduced by the actuarially determined value of the annuity interest because that type of fixed retained interest was deemed to be a more reliable measure of the grantor's retained interest than the more easily manipulated retained variable income interest. However, if the value of the annuity is fixed at a very high amount, the 16 Other scholars have proposed rules to deal with valuation problems and gift completion. See, e.g., Mitchell M. Gans, Gift Tax: Valuation Difficulties and Gift Completion, 58 NOTRE DAME L. REv. 493, 536 (1983) ("Thus, the valuation-difficulty rule should be applied to all gifts not immediately capable of valuation if: (1) an interest charge is imposed to neutralize the deferral; (2) only those post-severance events of a revelation character are permitted to enter the tax base; and (3) the death-completion rule is adopted to prevent tax avoidance."). 17 For example, under Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(d) and 25.2511-2(e), respectively, gifts with donor retained control over the timing or manner of the gift and joint gifts that are made together with someone holding a substantial adverse interest to the exercise of a donor retained power are completed gifts; however, they are nonetheless subject to the estate tax under LR.C. § 2036 or § 2038 if the donor has retained those powers at his death (or, under LR.C. § 2035(a)(2) or § 2038, if he has released them within three years of his death This article will review the present preferences allotted to gifts 20 and the policy considerations to justify them. Arguably, except for a small annual exclusion, there is no cogent argument to retain any of the other gift tax benefits. While this author thus acknowledges that she has not found convincing data that requires the preservation of most gift tax benefits, she nevertheless proposes that the simpler gift tax retain at least some of those preferences in order to encourage easily valued and reported lifetime transfers and to compensate for the revenue loss attached to the adoption of a hard-tocomplete rule for gift tax gift completion.
Inevitably, the gift tax simplification rules would reduce the gift tax revenue now generated by complex transactions. Although the gift tax was created to generate current revenue,21 in addition to serving as a backstop for both the estate tax 22 and the income tax,23 this article suggests that by limiting or denying preferences for lifetime gifts under certain circumstances, the simplification and verification rules may serve to underline the tax saving accorded simple and reported taxable gifts that, in turn, may increase those preferred lifetime transfers, ultimately resulting in additional revenue.
24 In other words, while wealthy people may be all right with complex, attorney-involved strategies, they may actually prefer to make simple, tax-favored gifts.
However, the simpler gift tax proposal would make some changes to the exclusions currently provided under section 2503. Specifically, the annual exclusion would be reduced to $2,000 per donee per year in outright gifts in order to cover de minimis holiday or occasion gifts and to eliminate both tax-free wealth transfers of 20 The benefits include the exclusions under LR.C. § 2503, a tax exclusive base, gift splitting, valuation freezing, and either passing the post-gift income to a lower bracket donee or creating an intentionally defective grantor trust ("IDGT"). See infra Part IV. Creating an IDGT is a way of freezing the value of the asset by making a taxable gift. As the owner of income under the grantor trust rules, the grantor can further reduce his taxable estate by paying the income taxes on the income without incurring an additional gift tax for those income tax payments, which legally are the grantor's own income tax liabilities. 21 See STANLEY S. SURREY ET AL., FEDERAL WEALTH TRANSFER TAXATION: CASES AND MATERIALS 5 (3d ed. 1987) ("By 1932 the country had entered into the years of depression. Reduced taxyields from the falling national income and increasing expenditures brought about deficits. Congress, in tryingto overcome the deficits, not only adopted the gift tax and increased the income tax rates but also strengthened the estate tax. ... Thus in 1932 Congress decided that the transfer taxes should be an important source of revenue to the federal government."); Jeffrey A. Cooper, Ghosts of 1932: The Lost History of Estate and Gift Taxation, 9 FLA. TAX REv. 875, 913 (20lO) (explaining that the gift tax was enacted to provide incentives for making current taxable gifts in order to produce much needed revenue during the Depression; "In effect Congress told wealthy taxpayers, you can pay us now or you can pay us later. But, they added one key proviso: If you pay us now, you'll pay far less. The gift tax thus wasn't designed to prevent estate tax avoidance. Rather, it was carefully designed to encourage such avoidance." Shaughnessy, 318 U.S. at 179 n. 1 ("The gift tax was passed not only to prevent estate tax avoidance, but also to prevent income tax avoidance through reducing yearly income and thereby escaping the effect of progressive surtax rates."); Sanford's Estate, 308 U.S. at 47 ("One purpose ofthe gift tax was to prevent or compensate for the loss of surtax upon income where large estates are split up by gifts to numerous donees."). 24 To boost current revenue, the government may also want to consider touting the benefits of making these simple tax-favored gifts. The simpler verifiable gift tax will make marketing lifetime gifts more accessible and hence much easier to promote. greater amounts and Crummel 5 trusts. While limiting the annual exclusion, which was intended to obviate the record-keeping difficulties involved in small gifts, this article proposes to amend trusts to minors under section 2503( c) 26 to allow "minor" trusts to extend the 2503(b) exclusion to cover donees until age 30. At that time, however, the trust would need to terminate and its assets be distributed. 27 The payout requirement of section 2503(c) at age 21 has always been a concern for donors 28 and most estate planners use techniques to discourage the termination of these trusts. 29 The new rule would alleviate that unease and shorten the actual term of minor trusts.
In addition, the simpler verifiable gift tax would expand the exclusion under section 2503(e) to other consumption type transfers. The amended statute would state that these exclusions, which are additional to the annual exclusion, are intended to cover consumption items and, therefore, do not apply to any transfer that, in fact, is primarily an unconsumed gratuitous property wealth transfer.
Currently, section 2503(e) excludes certain tuition and medical payments from the gift tax. 30 This article proposes three additions to this part of the exclusion statute: (l) 25 See Crummeyv. Comm 'r, 397 F.2d 82 (9th Cir. 1968). In a Crummey trust," [e]ach beneficiary is given the power, exercisable annually, to withdraw from the trust an amount equal to the lesser of (a) the amount (if any) transferred to the trust by the grantor during that year or (b) an amount equal to the maximum annual exclusion. If the poweris not exercised, the gift amounts become part ofthe trust corpus and cease to be subject to the demand power." DODGE, GERZOG & CRAWFORD, supra note IS, at 131. For a discussion of the case and an expanded discussion of a Crummey trust, see DODGE, GERZOG & CRAWFORD, supra note 15 at 131-4l.
26 LR.C. § 2503(c) provides: No part of a gift to an individual who has not attained the age of 21 years on the date of such transfer shall be considered a gift of a future interest in property for pUlposes of subsection (b) if the property and the income therefrom--(l) may be expended by, orfor the benefit of, the donee before his attaining the age of 21 years, and (2) will to the extent not so expended--(A) pass to the donee on his attaining the age of 21 years, and (B) in the event the donee dies before attaining the age of 21 years, be payable to the estate of the donee or as he may appoint under a general power of appointment as defined in section 2514(c). 27 Although commonly referred to as covering gifts to minors, "minors" is already a misnomer as the age of majority is now 18 and not 21 when the statute provides for termination and payment to the donee. Yet, even trust termination and payout at age 21 does not comport with the contemporary medical findings that young adults' brains are not completely formed until their mid-to-late twenties. The author understands that tlr consumption exclusions indirectly add to the transferee's wealth, either by adding to her human capital (the ability to make more money because of an advanced education) or by allowing her to preserve her financial capital instead of having to use her investments to pay for the value of her living costS?5 However, comparable to the exclusion for services,36 consumption costs outlined in the proposed exclusion may be too elusive for most donors to consider their wealth transfer effect and, as such, produce administrative reasons not to subject those items to tax.
any amount paid on behalf of an individual--(A) as tuition to an educational organization described in section 170(b)(l)(A)(ii) for the education or training of such individual, or (B) to any person who provides medical care (as defined in section 213(d» with respect to such individual as payment for such medical care. 31 See LR.C. § 25A(b)(3). 32 This proposal is similar to but less restrictive than the one proposed by the American Law Institute CALI") in the 1960s. See Casner, supra note 28, at 538 (Explaining an exclusion for transfers for current consumption cannot be one that results in the acquisition of property "if it is an expenditure for: (1) The benefit of a minor child of the transferor; or (2) Educational costs or medical or dental costs of an individual; or (3) Food, clothing, and maintenance of living accommodations of an individual and persons dependent on such individual that does not exceed $3000 annually."). 33 See Treas. Reg. § 25.2512-8 (stating in part: "However, a sale, exchange, or other transfer of property made in the ordinary course of business (a transaction which is bona fide, at arm's length, and free from any donative intent), will be considered as made for a full and adequate consideration in money or money's worth."). 34 M any cases involving the issue of whether a transfer is a bequest or a valid claim against the estate under LR.C. § 2053 rest on presumptions under state law, which, when facts of an employment agreement are ambiguous, often presume services provided to family members to be gratuitous. Having a clear exclusion may obviate the need for such litigation. See e.g., Olivo v. Comm'r, T .C.M. 2011-16 (applyingN ew Jersey law presumption); Estate of Wilson v. Comm'r, T .C.M. 98-309 (finding payments by the executor to two brothers, distant relatives of the decedent's predeceased husband, who consecutively performed services for the decedent, elderly and suffering from severe diabetes and its consequences (blindness and leg amputation), were held to be for adequate consideration in money or money's worth). In Wilson, the court upheld an oral compensation agreement because it found that the agreement was between nomelatives who were not the natural objects of the decedent's bounty and, like umelated third parties, were both service providers engaged the estate in litigation and settlement. 35 See SuRREY As stated, there are renefits to making lifetime gifts. Among those benefits are the unified credit (currently exempting $5.43 million when combined with the estate tax credit),46 the annual exclusion (both the current one and as modified under this proposal),47 and the gift tax tax-exclusive tax base. 48 Adopting something like the 37 SURREY, supra note21, at 696. 38 See, e.g., 529 REpORT (Coil. Sav. Plans Network, Lexington, Ky.), Sep. 2014, TaxAnalysts' Document Service, Doc. 2014-21949 ("Education is the key to unlocking the doorto opportunity. Throughout the past several years, new research continues to provide supportive evidence that a college degree not only increases the economic earning power of both individuals and our national economy, but it is also proven to contribute to improved health, homeownership, voting rates, community volunteerism and other social benefits."). These are income tax issues and thus not within the scope of this article; however, this author would welcome a change in those provisions as well. Abuse in this area can better be dealt with by requiring proper and timely income and work-related filing and tax payments in order to receive a deduction or other income tax benefit. 40 431d. at 776 ("When it comes to gift tax enforcement, however, the issuance of any third-party information returns is noticeably absent, and there is no self-policing mechanism in place.").
44 ld. at 793-95 (suggesting a requirement of information returns and aggregated multiple gifts from individual information returns, aggregating multiple gifts, from individual donees for outright gifts and from trustees for transfers in trust).
451d. at 795-96. None of the penalties would be determined with reference to the taxpayer's actual gift tax liability because they would be computed without taking into account the credit exemption amount. ld. The authors ask Congress "to institute rep orting mechanis ms that facilitate IRS oversight and a penalty systemthat taxpayers will think twice about before violating." ld. at 799. portability 49 filing requirement, 50 in which the survlvmg spouse only receives the deceased spouse's unused exemption amount if a timely return is filed, this article proposes to deny one, two, or all of the gift tax benefits to a donor who is required to, but does not, file a gift tax return. 48 The estate tax differs from the gift tax in that the estate tax, like the income tax, is a tax-inclusive tax. See DODGE, GERZOG & CRAWFORD, supra note 15, at 8, 46, 349 n.46. That is, assets used to pay the estate tax liability are themselves subject to estate tax. Id. A benefit of the gift tax is that the money used to pay gift tax liability is not itself subject to gift or estate tax and yet it diminishes the donor's estate. Id. 49 The Tax To allow a decedent's surviving spouse to take into account that decedent's deceased spousal unused exclusion CDSUE") amount, the executor of the decedent's estate must elect portability of the DSUE amount on a timely -filed Form 706, ". . . Estate (and Generation-Skipping Transfer) Tax Return" .... Accordingly, the due date of an estate tax return required to elect portability is nine months after the decedent's date of death or the last day of the period covered by an extension (if an extension of time for filing has been obtained). See § §20.6075-l and 20.6081-1 for additional rules relating to the time for filing estate tax returns. Likewise, Temp. Treas. Reg. § 20.201O-2T(a)(3)(ii) provides: "The executor of the estate of a decedent (survived by a spouse) will not make or be considered to make the portability election if ... To comply with the portability rules for estate tax purposes, in order to allow the surviving spouse to benefit from the first-spouse-to-die's unused "unified credit" (by aggregating the decedent's unused credit amount with the surviving spouse's own credit exemption),51 even if the decedent is not subject to estate tax, the executor is required to file an estate tax return for the purpose of computing, and permitting the porting of, the deceased spouse's unused spousal exemption. 52 In sum, without timely and proper filing of an estate tax return for portability purposes, the surviving spouse loses a potentially hefty tax benefit. Mirroring the portability requirement, denying sought-after gift tax preferences to non-filers should provide a sufficient and simple incentive for donor compliance.
II.
VALUATION DISTORTIONS Wealthy parents and grandparents create non-business entities, primarily FLPs and limited liability companies ("LLCs"), in order to devalue the almost entirely liquid (and therefore undiscounted) assets they transfer to those entities. Because the entity or state law imposes restrictions on the transferability of such entity interests, gifts of those interests are entitled to lack-of-marketability discounts. The values of those gifts are also generally entitled to a minority (lack of control) discount because holders of those interests cannot freely control the entity's assets.53 Together, those discounts reduce the values of the transferred underlying assets to between 30-to-60 percent of their fair market value. 54
In Bongard 55 , the Tax Court merely required a showing of "the existence of a legitimate and significant nontax reason for creating the family limited partnership, and [that] the transferors received partnership interests proportionate to the value of the property transferred. ,,56
Although urged by Judges Halpern and Laro in their separate opinions 57 to focus, respectively, on the ordinary-course-of-business exception under the regulations 58 and 51 See LR.C. § 20lO(c). 52 See supra note 49. 53 See DODGE, GERZOG & CRAWFORD, supra note 15, at 484-99. In addition, because the wealthy entity creators generally make gifts of minority interests in the entity and because, subsequent to that giftgiving, the parents or grandparents hold a minority share in the entity at their deaths, minority interest discounts also apply to further decrease the value of any gifts or bequests. Id. 54 56 Bongard, 124 T .C. at 118. According to the Tax Court, the nontaxreason must be "a significant factor that motivated the partnership's creation" and it "must be an actual motivation, not a theoretical justification." Id. similar case law,59 the Court rejected that analysis and diverged from gift tax basics and the primarily non-motive focus of the gift definition statute, which effectively inhibits abuse. 60 The Court crafted its own two-prong approach, which unfortunately introduced motive as determinative 61 and has improperly equated proportionality with the fundamental gift tax tenet that to avoid the transfer tax, there must be an equivalent exchange in money or money's worth. 62 As a result, application of the court's Bongard test requires a fact-intensive inquiry with inconsistent and unpredictable results. 63 The Court in Bongard listed factors that demonstrated the lack of a nontax purpose: (1) the taxpayer stands on both sides of the transaction; (2) the taxpayer needs partnership distributions for his maintenance and support; (3) the partners commingle partnership assets with their own; and (4) the taxpayer does not transfer the property to the FLP.64 With such minimal requirements, some taxpayers have prevailed in asserting the following purported "nontax motives": gift giving and estate planning 65 (includin~ providing funds to pay the donor's gift tax or the decedent's estate tax liabilities), creditor or asset protection,67 protection from property division in the event of a di 68
f ' l 70 vorce, centra ze asset management, mamtammg an retammg alTIl y assets, encouraging family harmony and reducing litigation expenses from family 58 Treas. Reg. § 25.2512-8 ("However, a sale, exchange, or other transfer of property made in the ordinary course of business (a transaction which is bona fide, at arm's length, and free from any donative intent), will be considered as made for an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth."); Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-1(g)(1) ("The gift taxis not applicable to a transfer for a full and adequate consideration in money or money's worth, or to ordinary business transactions .... "). Judge Halpern criticized the ~ority' s deviation from the regnlations by imposing a motive test: "By the explicit terms of section 25.2512-8, Gift Tax Regs., the resulting inquiry is limited to an economic calculus, and there is no room for any inquiry as to the transferor's (decedent's) state of mind." Bongard, 124 T .C. at 144 (concurring in part and dissenting in part). 59 60 Under LR.C § 2512(b), a gift for gift tax purposes is defined as an unequal exchange in money or money's worth. See Comm'r v. Wemyss, 324 U.S. 303 (1945) (holding that transfers out oflove and affection are not consideration in money or money's worth). Because the gift tax is concerned with transfers that result in a diminution of the donor's estate without imposing a gift tax, its focus differs from the test for a gift for income tax purposes, which, under Commissioner v. Duberstein, 363 U.S. 278 (1960), requires donative intent. Indeed, the role of donative intent is minimal in gift tax law. See Treas. Reg.
§ 25.2511-1(g)(1) ("Donative intent on the part of the transferor is not an essential element in the application of the gift tax to the transfer. "). 61 As Judge Halpern stated in Bongard, "By the explicit terms of section 25.2512-8, Gift Tax Regs., the resulting inquiry is limited to an economic calculus, and there is no room for any inquiry as to the transferor's (decedent's) state of mind." 124 T.e. at 144 (concurring in part and dissenting in part).
62Id. at 145 ("While an inquiry as to proportionality may have some bearing on whether the transfer was in the ordinary course of business, within the meaning of section 25.2512-8, Gift Tax Regs. (e.g., was at arm's length), Ifail to see how proportionality aids the inquiry as to whether the value of the property transferred exceeded the cash value of the consideration received in exchange. ") (footnote omitted).
[Vol. 6:182 disagreements,71 investment education for the family and the family's children and grandchildren,72 providing for children equally, 73 reducing family members' probate costs,74 and consolidating fractional interests in family assets. 75 The Obama administration has proposed measures to eliminate family entity nonmarketability 76 discounts, but thus far none has reen enacted into law. The focus of the budget proposals is to diminish the use of marketability discounts in family entities by creating "a more robust version of section 2704(b).,,77 However, these proposals do not address the elimination of minority discounts. 78 The proposal modifies section 2704(b) to create a category of 'disregarded restrictions' that would be ignored when valuing an interest in a family -controlled entity transferred to a member of the family if, after the transfer, the restriction will lapse or may be removed by the transferor and/or the transferor's family. . . . The proposal provides that disregarded restrictions would include limitations on a holder's right to liquidate that holder's interest in the family-controlled entity that are more restrictive than a standard to be specified in regnlations. A disregarded restriction also would include a limitation on a transferee's ability to be admitted as a full partner or holder of an equity interest in the entity . . . . Such interests are to be identified in regulations. Under the proposal, regulatory authority is granted, including the ability to create safe harbors under which the governing documents of a family -controlled entity could be drafted so as to avoid the application of section 2704 if certain standards are met. 77 2010 Budget Proposal, supra note 76, at 142. 78 2010 Budget Proposal, supra note 76, at 144 (" Although the Administration's budget proposal considers family relationships in determining whether a restriction on liquidation could be removed for purposes of section 2704(b), it does not include a family attribution rule that addresses the inappropriate use of minority discounts where family members control an entity. Some may argue, however, that such a family attribution rule would be inappropriate, because it is not correct to assume that individuals always will cooperate with one another merely because they are related."); The simpler gift tax would streamline the transfer tax valuation of most family entities by ignoring the family entity and valuing the underlying assets transferred to those entities. With traditional gift tax precepts, however, the simpler gift tax would exempt family entities that operate businesses as long as the transferred assets are customary in kind and extent to similar non-family operating business entities. 81 There would be no motive inquiry, 82 just the economic equivalence test in, and the ordinarycourse-of-business exception of, current gift tax law. With the goal of simplifying the transfer tax system, these changes may be more politically palatable.
III.
GIFT COMPLETION RULES Under current law, the rules for gift completion are found in Regulation § 25.2511-2. They begin with a clear focus: the central tenet of gift completion is the donor's relinquishment of the transferred property, regardless of whether the donee's identity is known. 83 A donor makes a completed gift when he ''has so parted with dominion and control as to leave in him no power to change its disposition, whether for his own benefit or for the benefit of another .... ,,84 The regulation should have stopped papers.ssrn.com/so13/papers.cfm?abstracCid=24109S5 [hereinafter Carson & Repetti] (proposingto eliminate minority discounts when the transferred entity or asset continues to be controlled by the transferor or certain family members). 79 Revenue collected from federal transfer taxes, particularly from gift taxes, is very low as compared to revenue derived from the federal income tax. See JOSEPH A. PECHMAN, FEDERAL TAX POLICY 222 (3d ed. 1977) ("Despite the appeal of estate and gift taxes on social, moral, and economic grounds, taxes on property transfers have never provided significant revenues in this country ."). Even with the preferences for gifts, taxpayers generally do not fully take advantage of them. See id. at 231-32 ("Thefignres ... show clearly that wealthy people prefer to retain the bulk of their property until death and fail to use gifts to maximum tax-saving advantage. There are a number of reasons for the small proportion of gifts. First, most peop Ie are reluctant to contemp late death. Uncertainty regarding time of death encourages delay in making estate plans even by those with considerable wealth. Second, many wish to retain control over their businesses. Disposal of stock or real estate frequently means loss of control over substantial enterprises. Third, donors may wish to delay transfers of property until their children have had an opportunity to make their own careers. Fourth, many people-even those who are wealthy-do not know thelaw and often do not take the advice of their tax lawyers on such personal matters."). 80 From the elimination of minority discounts, the Administration's estimate is $lS.l billion over the next ten years. SEE JANE G. GRAVELLE, CONGo RESEARCH SERV., R42959, THE ESTATE AND GIFT TAX PROVISIONS OFTHE AMERICAN TAXPAYER RELIEF ACT OF 2012, at 6 (2013) (discussing the Administration's FLP proposal within theMinority Discounts section), available at https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/ R42959.pdf. 81 See Caron & Repetti, supra note 7S, at 1234 (rejecting a family business exception to their proposal). 82 That is, there would be no motive inquiry except to the extent that the regulations define the ordinary course of business exception as being "free from any donative intent." See Treas. Reg. §25.25l2-S. 83 Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(a). 84 Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(b). A purely administrative power subject to fiduciary restraints is not considered a retained power either under current transfer tax rules or under the proposed simpler gift tax. See Casner, supra note2S, at 547 (" [AJ problem is presented as to whether certain administrative powers are to be regarded as powers to determine who takes under the transfer. Even if broadly stated, basically administrative powers should not be so regarded, if under the controlling local law the trustee is subject to fiduciary standards in their exercise.").
there. The rest of the regulation contains double negatives,85 convoluted syntax,86 and is 11 nf · 87 genera y co usmg.
More significantly, the remainder of the regulation parses unsatisfying distinctions and creates inconsistency with the estate tax provisions covering identical types of transfers. For example, it makes sense that if the donor retains the power to name new beneficiaries, the gift is not complete; however, it is unclear why the regulation does not view the donor's retained power over the timing of the donee's receipt of the gift in the same light. 88 Why is the retained control over timing insufficient to negate the transfer of the donor's control? If, as donee, I may have to wait fifty years or more to receive the property (although I may receive it earlier at the donor's whim), how has the donor relinquished sufficient control over the property to indicate she has surrendered ownership of the property? Under the estate tax provisions, if one retains control over the timing of beneficial enjoyment of transferred property, the property is thereby in the donor's estate. 89 Thus, the conflict with the estate tax rules indicates sIr has not transferred such ownership.
Likewise, the gift tax rule for joint retained control under the regulation 90 effectuates a completed gift that, under the estate tax rules, is subject to estate tax inclusion. 91 The gift tax rule concerning the donor's retention of a power jointly with another requires that the other power holder be someone who has a "substantial adverse interest,,92 to the donor's exercise of her power in order for the gift to be complete. The rationale is that self-interest will make the joint power holder reluctant to allow the donor to exercise her power,93 but the estate tax rule requires estate tax inclusion if the donor retains at her death a power jointly with anyone. While the gift tax motivation-based principle mayor may not be appropriate (since the wealthy donor likely has more power 85 See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(d) ("A gift is not considered incomplete, , ,," (emphasis added)). 86 See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(c) ("Thus, if an estate for life is transferred but, by an exercise of a power, the estate may be terminated or cut down by the donor to one of less value, and without restriction upon the extent to which the estate may be so cut down, the transfer constitutes an incomplete gift,"). 87 Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(b) ("Forexanlple, if a donortransfers property to another in trustto pay the income to the donor or accumulate it in the discretion of the trustee, and the donor retains a testamentary power to appoint the remainder among his descendants, no portion of the transfer is a comp leted gift. On the other hand, if the donor had not retained the testamentary power of appointment, but instead provided that the remainder should go to X or his heirs, the entire transfer would be a completed gift. However, if the exercise of the trustee's power in favor of the grantor is limited by a fixed or ascertainable standard, , , , enforceable by or on behalf of the grantor, then the gift is incomplete to the extent of the ascertainable value of any rights thus retained by thegrantor."), 88 92 As defined in the income tax grantor provisions, a "substantial adverse interest" refers to a beneficiary's economic interest in the trust that would make hinl unlikely to join in on a decis ion to diminish his own financial interest. Treas. Reg. § 1.672(a)-l(a) (1960); see e.}?, Treas. Reg. § 1.672(a)-1(b) ("Thus, if A. B. C. and Dare eoual income heneficiaries of a trust and the !'fantor can revoke with A's consent. the grantor is treated as the owner of a portion which represents three-fourths of the trust; and items of income, deduction, and credit attributable to that portion are included in determining the tax of the grantor. "), 93 (1984) . Where gifts are subject to the condition that they will not be subject to gift tax, the condition subsequent is void as contrary to public policy. Reg. § 25.2702-5. For current transfers with retained contingent reversions, the completed gift is generally valued at its full value without any reduction for the possibility that the property could revert to the donor. See LR.C. § 2702 (2012) (providing that unless the retained interest is a" qualified interest," the donor's retained interest will be valued at zero); Treas. Reg. § 25.2702-3(f)(iii) (" [A]ninterest is non-contingent only if it is payable to the beneficiary or the beneficiary's estate in all events."). Where a donor transfers property subject to alternate contingencies that cover all logical possible events or conditions, althougj'l she retains a reversionary interest at law, even without the application of LR.C. § 2702, the donor's retained interest in such a case would be valueless under current gift tax rules. 97 Let us examine the difference between the following two transfers in terms of donor-retained control: (1) a donor who retains the power to change the relative income interests of two third-party beneficiaries, which under the regnlation is not a completed gift because of too much donor-retained control; and (2) a donor who sets different percentage ownership interests in trust income as between two third-party beneficiaries depending on calculations derived by multiple contingencies provided by the donor when the trust was established. We can assume the multiple contingencies are the typicalreasons a donor migj'lt want to change the percentage ownership between the two third-parties (e.g., marriage, divorce, employment, school, support needs, other assets, illegal activities, etc.). In the first situation, the donor can change interests capriciously, for any reason, or for no reason at all. In the second situation, the donor may only change the parties' percentage ownership for the reasons stated at the time of the transfer. Otherwise, the two transfers are virtually identical. The current gift tax rules treat the two transfers differently and so would the simpler gift tax. These comparisons parallel the questionable differences between a general powerof appointment and a special powerof appointment. As Professor Griswold stated, "Any power can very easily be made a special power without materially limiting the for gift completion: A donor makes a completed gift when he has so parted with dominion and control as to leave in him no power or interest in the transferred property. The new rule is blunt, uncomplicated, and is consistent with the estate tax rules. Therefore, gift completion only occurs during lifetime with respect to donor retained control or interests if the donor relinquishes all of those powers or interests more than three years before his death. 98
While adopting a hard-to-complete rule may reduce the number of gifts, 2009 data shows that reduction would be limited. In 2009, almost two-thirds of reported gifts were outright transfers,99 and approximately half of taxable and nontaxable gifts consisted of cash, which when added to gifts of real estate and stock, totaled more than eighty percent of reported gifts for the year. 100 Any revenue loss, may also be counteracted by the greater understanding of the advantages of gift giving brought about by enacting and publicizing the benefits of the simpler gift tax.
Because § 2702 would be repealed as unnecessary under the simpler gift tax, strategies such as short-term zeroed-out GRATs 10l (and their concomitant revenue loss) would disappear.102 For a zeroed-out GRAT, the retained annuity is calculated to be valued at the same value or close to the same value, if intending to effect a small gift 103_ as the remainder interest passing to third parties. Generally, only one asset is placed in the GRAT in order to avoid tainting a highly appreciating asset. Finally, the term is short, like the two-year term in Walton, in order to reduce the chance that the donor might die during the term. Should death occur, the estate tax provisions would tax the full dateof-death value of the trust, and the donor would lose all of the tax benefits associated with the GRAT strategy; therefore, a short period of risk is desirable. By employing this planning device, if the trust asset appreciates more than the calculated actuarial value, any excess value passes to the third parties free of transfer tax (ie., the extra value would not be reached by either the gift or the estate tax -the latter effect occurring because of the benefit of the easy-to-complete gift tax rule of § 2702). 102 Qualified Personal Residence Trusts CQPRTs") would likewise be useless under the simpler gift tax. And, even though this article does not discuss the transfer tax or income tax charitable deduction, CLATs, NIOCRUTs, andNIMCRUTs could also be eliminated if rules similar to the simpler gift tax applied with equal force to charitable gifts.
103 Some estate planners recommend creating a small taxable gift so that the statute of limitations period would begin to run on the transfer. See DODGE, GERZOG & CRAWFORD, supra note 15, at 452 n.83. 104 See, e.g., Caron & Repetti, supra note 78, at 1240 (proposinga lifetime limit on GRATs); Gans & Soled, supra note 41 at 789-90 (proposingto treat GRATs and QPRTs as incomplete gifts until the Specifically, the Administration's proposal mandates a minimum ten-year term for a GRAT. That would increase the risk of § 2036 exposure, which, if the donor died within the lengthened trust term, would subject the trust property to estate tax. 106 This measure would eliminate the Walton short-term (two-year) zerred-out GRAT and would increase the chance of that device creating an estate tax transfer rather than a preferred gift tax transfer-effectively imposing a hard-to-complete rule. The President's GRAT proposal was estimated to increase revenue by $3.6 billion over a ten-year period. 107
Finally, the simpler gift tax would eliminate the current freebie known as the five or five power rule under § 2514(e).108 Section 2514(e) exempts from gift tax l09 a lap;e (as distinct from an exen.:ise or release) of the powerl1O in stating that a lapse will not be considered a release, which would cause the property to be subject to gift tax lll to the extent that the value of the property subject to the donee holder's general power to withdraw funds from the trust does not exceed the greater of $5,000 or five percent of the aggregate value of the property subject to the power. That is, in each year the donee power holder allows his power over the statutorily de minimis amount of property to lapse, he would not be making a gift of future interest to the remainder beneficiary of the truSt. 112 Although he is a donee because he did not create the trust for his benefit, he is grantor's interest terminates or, at the taxpayer's option, to tax the full value of the property paid to thetmst (instead of only the remainder value». 105 The J oint Committee on Taxation proposed imposing a minimum ten-year term requirement for a GRAT. The value of the gross estate shall include the value of all property to the extent of any interest therein of which the decedent has at any time made a transfer (except in case of a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth), by trust or otherwise, under which he has retained for his life or for any period not ascertainable without reference to his death or for any period which does not in fact end before his death --(1) the possession or enjoyment of, or the right to the income from, the property, or (2) the right, either alone or in conjunction with any person, to designate the persons who shall p os ses s or enjoy the prop erty or the income therefrom. 107 See GRAVELLE, supra note 80, at 6. The lapse of a power of appointment created after October 21, 1942, during the life of the individual possessing the power shall be considered a release of such power. The rule of the preceding sentence shall apply with respect to the lapse of powers during any calendar year only to the extent that the property which could have been appointed by exercise of such lapsed powers exceeds in value the greater of the following amounts: (1) $5,000, or (2) 5 percent of the aggregate value of the assets out of which, or the proceeds of which, the exercise of the lapsed powers could be satisfied. 109 LR.C. § 2041 (b)(2) provides the same exemption from estate taxation. LR.C. § 2041(b)(2) 110 Essentially, a lapse requires inaction. For an explanation of the interplay between a five or five power and the annual exclusion, including a discussion of a "hanging power," see DODGE, GERZOG & CRAWFORD, supra note IS, at 135-36. 111 Additionally, the estate tax equivalent provision prevents inclusion in the donee power holder's estate. See LR.C. § 2041(a)(2).
112 Moreover, the donee powerholder could continue to receive the income from that amount and not have any property included in his estate under LR. also rendered a donor by not taking money out of the trust as he is able to do by exercising his withdrawal power; by leaving the money in the trust, he becomes a donor to the remainder beneficiary who receives those additional amounts. Estate planners typically restrict the time for exercising the five or five power to ensure that it is likely to "lapse." As is readily apparent, this Code provis ion and related computations are complex.
Although use of this de minimis exclusion is very common today in estate planning,113 it does not serve any valid purpose 114 and is incons is tent with fundamental transfer tax rules. In enacting this gift and estate tax exemption, Congress codified the then common practice of allowing a beneficiary to withdraw small sums so long as he did not make such a withdrawal on the rationale that other income beneficiaries were "unsophisticated" and needed such a fallback provision. 115 However, as a representative from the American Bar Association ("ABA") countered:
[D]onees in small communities or with general powers over small funds, who did not have access to competent legal advice, either might not learn of the existence or nature of their powers or might not be properly advised of steps which could be taken to reduce their estate tax li bili ' 116 a ty. In 1988, the ABA urged repeal of this exemption. Essentially, because of its complexity and lack of a defensible policy rationale, the power of appointment five or five exception would not be included in the simpler gift tax. 113 The popularity ofthe combination of providing for both a five or five power and a Crummey annual exclusion withdrawal power is clear. . It appears that the provision was merely enacted to reflect current trust provision practice: "Prior to the 1942 Act it was quite common for a testator in his will to give a noncumulative power of invasion of principal in a small amount each year to his widow or children, and it is quite likely that this practice will be revived." 1d. At the time of this rule's enactment, it was unclear how popular this devise would become: "It is too early to know just what use will be made of the provisions which exempt the first $5,000 or 5% of a trust fund over which a power lapses during the lifetime of the donee." 1d. 115 primarily in the case of dispositions of moderate-sized properties where the donor is afraid the income will be insufficient for the income beneficiary and therefore gives the income beneficiary a noncumulative invasion power, it is believed that the exemption provided in the committee amendment ($5,000 or 5 percent of the principal) will be adequate to cover the usual cases without being subject to possible abuse."). See also Craven, supra note 114, at 77. In fact, however, this provision has been of greater service to sophisticated taxpayers who do hire attorneys to avoid wealth transfer taxes. See ABA Sec. of Tax'n TaskForce, supra note 113. 116 Craven, supra note 114, at 63. 117 See ABA Sec. of Tax'n TaskForce, supra note 113, at 412 ("There is no conceptual justification for that exception."); Amy Morris Hess, The Federal Taxation of Non general Powers of Appointment, 52 TENN. L. REv. 395, 429 (1985) (arguing that the five or five power exception is "simply an obvious example of the propensity of Congress to draft transfer tax statutes that exclude from taxation the most common forms of wealth transmission and tax only the unusual ones.").
IV.
TAX PREFERENCES FOR CURRENT LIFETIME GIFTS Subsequent to unification by the 1976 Tax Act,118 there remain six benefits to making gifts: (1) the de minimis and consumption exclusions under section 2503; 119 (2) the non-taxation of the funds used to pay the gift tax (its "tax-exclusive" base);12o (3) giftsplitting; 121 (4) the ability to freeze the value of a gift early in the taxpayer's lifetime so that post-gift excess appreciation (increased future value that outpaces inflation) is not taxed; 122 (5) the ability to transfer post-gift income to a lower bracket donee, often rendering the gift partly or wholly exempt from gift tax; 123 and (6) the ability to make non-taxable additional gifts by creating an Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust ("IDGT"),124 through which the grantor can make a completed gift of the trust property, but continue to pay the income tax liability on the donee's post-gift income, without incurring any additional gift tax. Rationales for gift tax preferences include: (1) the ability to generate current revenue;125 (2) the creation of discounts to equalize gratuitous transfers made at different times in the taxpayer's life; 126 (3) gifts, more than bequests, contribute to a decline in wealth concentration; 127 (4) pragmatic reasons; 128 and (5) gifts place property in the hands of the young who invest in riskier holdings. 129 Reasons to eliminate these preferences include: (1) the further unification of gift and estate taxes; 130 (2) gift tax preferences unfairly favor the richest donors who are less likely to require all of their property to satisfy their future needs;131 (3) the government should not interfere with the timing of family wealth transfers,132 and (4) the argument that transfers to younger generations encourage more diversified investments is unsupported and inaccurate, particularly for gif d · 133 ts rna e ill trust.
The Treasury's 1984 Tax Reform Proposals included a proposal to further unify the gift and estate taxes: the gift tax, like the estate tax, would be a tax inclusive tax; that is, funds that are used to pay the gift tax would, as with estate tax and income tax, unification of the estate and gift taxes, significant tax incentives remain for individuals to make lifetime gifts. Argnably, some of these tax advantages are justifiable because of practical considerations. For example, the $lO,OOO annual exclusion from gift tax is often justified as a threshold for application of the tax because of the compliance and administrative problems that otherwise would be created. The application of the same progressive rate schedule to all transfers, without adjustment for post-transfer appreciation in the value of the property, may also be justified because of simplicity and because a lifetime transfer deprives the donor of the use of the property and the use of any money used to pay gift taxon the transfer.").
129 See Kurtz & Surrey, note 126 supra, at 1390 ("The argnment usually advanced to support tax incentives for lifetime gifts is that it is to the advantage of the government to have property moved into younger hands, for the young will tend to be more venturesome with such capital and thus improve the economic climate by increasing the mobility and risk-taking capacity of that capital."); see also note 133, infra. 130 See Tax Reform for Fairness Simplicity, supra note 128, at 145 (Nov. 1984) ("Perhaps the most significant of these proposals is to complete the unification of the estate and gift tax systems by conforming the computation of the gift tax base to that of the estate tax .... Together, these changes will assure that the form of ownership and transfer of assets within a family will playa greatly reduced role in determining the transfertaxes paid by that family."). The 1976 Tax Act unified the gift and estate tax rates and exemptions and made gifts and bequests part of the same cumulative rate structure for estate tax purposes. See DODGE, GERZOG & eRA WFORD, supra note 15, at 42-43,449; SuRREY, supra note 21, at 56. But, some preferences for gifts remain. PECHMAN, supra note 79, at 231 (citing the gift tax annual exclusion and the tax exclusive tax base).
131 See Tax Reform for Fairness Simplicity, supra note 129, at 374 ("In addition, since wealthier individuals are more likely to be financially able to make substantial lifetime gifts, taxing lifetime transfers and transfers made at death in the same manner helps to ensure fairness and progressivity in the overall transfertax sy stem."); Kurtz & Surrey, supra note 126, at 1371 ("But even assuming that some favoritism [for lifetime gifts] should be shown, the existing system provides this favoritism in an irrational and inequitable manner. ... the larger the estate, the more advantageous transfer by gift becomes."); PECHMAN, supra note 79, at 232 (" And among those who do make gifts, the law discriminates in favor of wealthier donors by rewarding them with larger tax savings than less wealthy donors obtain on gifts of the same value. This feature stems from the exclusion of the gift tax from the base of the tax"). 132 See Tax Reform for Fairness Simplicity, supra note 129, at 374 ("Unification of the gift and estate taxes is designed to ensure that taxes are a relatively neutral factor in an individual's decision whether to make a lifetime gift."); Kurtz & Surrey, supra note 126, at 1390 (" [T]he Government is not appropriately concerned with the rate of transfer of wealth from parents to children and should leave such matters to family decision, or at least it is not so concerned as to provide tax incentives to affect whatever may be a family's natural inclinations in such matters.").
133 See SURREY, supra note 21, at 273 ("Ifthe purpose is to move property into y ounger and presumably more venturesome hands, in a desire to produce economic benefits by supposedly increasing the mobility and risk-taking capacity of capital, analysis is then required as to whether this result in fact occurs. If the gifts are in trust then the economic effect is not likely to differ from continued ownership by the donor."); Kurtz & Surrey, supra 126, at 1391 ("Most lifetime gifts are of marketable securities placed in trust, and they are made at a time when the donor is quite elderly. A gift to a trust extending for a long period of time seems little different in terms of economic mobility and risk -taking than continued ownership by the donor.").
themselves be subject to tax. 134 As with estate tax and income tax, the additional grossed-up tax would be built into the gift tax tables, which the taxpayer could easily access.
135 According to the Treasury Department, with this additional unity between the transfer taxes, certain tax provisions could be repealed l36 and gift completion rules could be simplified.
137 Under the proposed 1984 rules, retained powers would be ignored to allow for an easy-to-complete rule of gift completion; 138 retained interests would be ignored for valuation purposes, but a retained interest gift would be considered complete at the expiration of the retained interest. 139 The retained interest rule would decrease dependence on actuarial tables and would produce more accurate valuation. 140
However, the 1984 proposal also presents serious problems by ignoring retained powers and using easy-to-complete rules. Complex retained power transfers would proliferate (contrary to the proposal's stated goal of simplification) because the wealthy generally care more about retaining power over transferred assets as compared to retaining an interest in the transferred property.141 Moreover, under the proposal, posttransfer growth, which may be substantial, would pass to third parties without being subject to transfer taxes. Some of the most significant anti-abuse provisions, such as sections 2036(a)(2) and 2038, which require date of death value estate tax inclusion for lifetime transfers with retained powers, would be eliminated. Though the 1984 proposal states that an adjustment of the gift for post-transfer appreciation is unwarranted ''because a lifetime transfer deprives the donor of the use of the property and the use of any money used to pay gift tax on the transfer,,,142 that rationale falls short when one considers that 134 See Tax Reform for Fairness Simplicity, supra note 129, at 377-78 CApplication ofthegift tax on a tax-inclusive basis would eliminate the major disparity between the transfer tax treatment of lifetime gifts and transfers at death. "). 135 See Tax Reform for Fairness Simplicity, supra note 129, at 377. 136 Primarily, LR.C. § 2035(a), the section that deals with gifts of life insurance and transfers of "taxable string;" within three years of decedent's death, would be repealed. The same is true for LR.C. § 2035(b), which" grosses up" the decedent's estate by adding the gift tax paid as an estate tax inclusion. Repealing LR.C. § 2035(b) makes sense as that provision is duplicative of the main 1984 unification proposal. Inter vivos charitable Lead Trusts ceLTs"), which, under current law, are subject to abuse, would be reformed under the 1984 proposal. "The creator of such a trust would be treated as owning the property for transfer tax purposes until the vesting of the non-charitable interest or his or her death, if sooner.": that would mean that the donor's third party remainder gift would be accurately valued at the time that interest vests. Id. at 379. 137 See Tax Reform for Fairness Simplicity, supra note 129, at 378-83 CFinally, by removing the major incentive for disguising testamentary transfers as lifetime gifts, the proposal would permit the simp lification of the rules governing w hen a transfer is comp lete for estate and gift tax purp oses. ").
138Id. at 379. 139Id. at 380. 140Id. at 382 CBy delay ing the imposition of transfer tax liability until the donor's interest terminates, the proposed rules would reduce the number of instances in which it is necessary to consult an actuarial table to value the transfer of a partial interest in property and would provide greater accuracy in the valuation of the transferred interest."). 141 See RICHARD SCHMALBECK, AVOIDING FEDERAL WEALTH TRANSFER TAXES, RETHINKING ESTATE AND GIFT TAXATION, 121-22 (William G. Gale, James R. Hines, Jf. & Joel Slemrod eds., 2001) (concluding that even with the great tax benefit of the annual exclusion, few wealthy taxpayers currently are influenced to make those lifetime transfers because "the real barrier to full use of the annual exclusion is the strong preference of potential donors for the retention of economic power.").
142 See text note 128, supra.
abusive transfer tax freeze strategies would likely become even more popular estate 1 . d ' 143 P anmng eVlces.
The stated policy of the 1932 annual exclusion was two fold: on one hand, "to obviate the necessity of keeping an account of and reporting numerous small gifts and on the other, to fix the amount sufficiently large to cover in most cases wedding and Christmas gifts and occasional gifts of relatively small amounts." 144 That stated policy, which highlights the exclusion's administrative goal, 145 was intertwined with the overriding purpose of the gift tax, to raise immediate revenue during the Depression years. 146 Otherwise, the 1932 $5,000 exclusion would not have been such a large one, allowing relatively large gifts to go untaxed. 147 In fact, together with the other gift tax preferences 148 enacted with the 1932 Act,149 the large annual exclusion successfully encouraged taxable gifts. According to economists, 1935 produced the second largest revenue from gift taxes when indexed for inflation. 150
Scholars have criticized the annual exclusion, particularly the "present interest" requirement, and many have urged the elimination of Crummey powers,l5l but this author proposes to have the annual exclusion return to its original stated purpose of eliminating the need to keep track of minor gifts, which do not substantially add to the donee's wealth. The simpler gift tax, therefore, includes an annual exclusion for small outright gifts (capped at $2,000, with inflation adjustments, aggregated yearly per donee ).152
143 See Cooper, supra note 122, at 247 CForthetime being there are a number of steps which have been described above that can reasonably be taken to improve the estate and gift tax. Those measures, in particular the modifications in valuation procedures to stop the absurd abuses now occurring, will do much to protect the tax base and improve the fairness and effectiveness of the tax in reaching existing accumulated wealth. As for estate freezing some improvements in sections 2036 and 2038 can raise the ante substantially for taxpayers who want to transfer future growth to their prospective heirs, and thereby limit the greatest abuses in this area. "). 145 See Brown, supra note 123, at 483 CThe legislative history to the 1932 Act clearly indicates that the principal policy behind the gift tax annual exclusion is administrative in nature--to avoid the necessity of tracking small gifts which do not materially avoid the federal transfer tax system.").
146 See Cooper, Ghosts of 1932, supra note 21. 147 As Brown points out:" ... the $5,000 ammal exclusion enacted as part ofthe 1932 Act was a very significant exclusion amount relative to the size of the specific exemption amount of $50,000 in the gift tax and hence would be expected to generate gifts designed to reduce future estate tax liability." Brown, supra note 123, at 486. In addition, he notes that if you analogize those amounts to 2012 numbers, as a ten percent portion of the exemption or to account for inflation, the 1932 $5,000 annual exclusion would amount, respectively, to $500,000 or to approximately $77,000. Brown, supra note 123, at 486. 148 The 1932 Act included lower rates, a separate cumulate rate structure, and a separate exemption amount for gifts than the ones imposed by the estate tax. In addition, as today 's gift tax, the 1932 gift tax was computed on a tax exclusive basis. 149 152 See CRAWFORD, supra note 29, at 444-45 C Crummey trusts are complex instruments that require substantial professional advice; provisions like those above are entirely tax-driven."); Sherman, supra note 151, at 590 COne seldom makes a gift of a future interest without the advice and intervention of an attorney or other professional.").
While the current $10,000 (with inflation adjustments, making the 2015 exclusion cap at $14,000) annual exclusion may seem more palatable to most people, it is clear that most of the annual exclusion is not used for the statute's original stated purpose, but is instead used to transfer tax-free a goodly sum to third parties. 153 While generally disallowing transfers in trust to qualify for the annual exclusion, the simpler gift tax allows a slightly different version of what is currently referred to as a minor trust under section 2503( c): it would extend until the donee turned thirty years of age. At the donee's thirtieth birthday, the trust would terminate and payout whatever was held in the trust (corpus and accumulated income) to the donee.
In addition to the annual exclusion, the simplified gift tax embraces and extends some consumption transfers from the gift tax. Each of these new provisions will amend section 2503( e) and all of the section 2503( e) exclusions will be prefaced by a statement that these exemptions are intended to cover consumption items and do not apply to any transfer that is in fact an unconsumed gratuitous property transfer. While accepting that these exclusions indirectly aid the recipient by not requiring him to expend his own wealth for expenses and that education creates human capitaL the reality is that most of the following consumption exclusions added in the simpler gift tax provisions are not thought of as gifts. The simpler gift tax would add the following exclusions: (1) an expanded education exclusion; (2) a new exclusion for reasonable living expenses of any donee living in the donor's residence; and (3) a new exclusion for certain payments to caretakers, including family members. These exclusions do not directly increase the donee's accumulation of assets and, like a parent's managerial services, they cannot from a pragmatic position be verified; in addition, they may not rise to the level of property transfers that are subject to the gift tax. 154
The current section 2503( e) exclusion for medical costs paid directly to the provider is geared to the section 213(d) definition of "medical care.,, 155 e SlffiP er g t tax exc USlon for education costs would be expanded and tied to the defmitions of "qualified higher education expenses" in section 529. As such, the exclusion would not only cover tuition, but would also cover required fees, books, supplies, and equipment while attending an 153 See, e.g. CRAWFORD, supra note 29, at 444 ("Well-drafted Crummey trusts typically limit the withdrawal right to the annual exclusion amount (less $1,000 or so to allow for de minimis outright gifts allowance permits a substantial sum to be transferred to heirs free of tax. While yearly amounts may be small, consistent use of this annual exemption can lead to the tax-free transfer of large amounts of wealth."). 154 They may be less than the annual exclusion amount or they may be either revocable transfers or eligible educational institution, and expenses for special needs services for a special needs student. 161 They would also include room and board for students enrolled at least half-time at an eligible educational institution. 162 Similar to a 1960's ALI exclusion proposal that ignored food, clothing, and living expenses "for any person dependent upon the transferor,,,163 (capped at $3,000 annually),164 the simpler gift tax would add exclusions for the reasonable living expenses of any donee,165 regardless of age, living in the same residence as the donor. Most families either ignore the living expense transfers to adult dependents or non-dependents or, without actually calculating their value, view those expenses as not exceeding the annual exclusion. Because they may not be transfers of property interests or are too difficult to monitor, if they are reasonable in amount and not a subterfuge for property wealth transfers, these consumption costs should be excluded under section 2503(e).
The second new consumption exclusion would cover certain payments made to family-member caregivers. The exclusion would allow cash amounts to be transferred to a family or non-family member in exchange for caregiver services provided either to the transferor, the transferor's spouse, or to a dependent living in the household of the transferor. In order to qualify for this exclusion, the taxpayer would be required timely to file the necessary employment forms and to pay applicable income and employment taxes on those payments in a timely manner. The reason for this exclusion is to state simply the circumstances under which a payment to a family or non-family member, reasonable in amount and in consideration for caretaking services, will be presumed conclusively to be exempt from gift taxes regardless of any local law presumptions to the contrary. V. COMPLIANCE Few donors report gifts in a timely manner and the scholars who write about the gift tax compliance failure believe that the causes of this problem are a lackadaisical reporting and penalty system.
166 Taxpayers do not worry about filing gift tax returl15
Given that there is no imperative to have preferences for lifetime transfers, apart from a limited annual exclusion, this article proposes to retain other gift tax benefits but only for donors who adhere to the filing and payment requirements. Compliance rules in a verifiable gift tax should replicate the portability rules: 168 If you don't properly file a gift tax return and pay your gift tax, you don't obtain the tax benefits that compliant filers receive.
Depending on which benefits are denied delinquent donors, donors should be motivated to comply. Denying the benefit of a tax exclusive transfer tax should increase self-reporting. For greater incentives, new benefits could be added to gifts, such as limiting the unified credit exemption to the 2009 level $3.5 million unified credit, 169 but for the first $1.5 million in taxable gifts, provide a lower rate or an additional run-through regime similar to a pre-1977 gift tax model. 170 Additional gift tax benefits for compliant donors should produce more revenue in line with the goal of the 1932 gift tax. 171 Historically, instead of utilizing even simple tax minimization techniques to the maximum extent allowable,l72 wealthy taxpayers have reacted to changes in tax rates by accelerating inter vivos transfers. 173 That was particularly true in 1976 in anticipation of the new law's elimination of lower gift tax rates and the separate exemption run-through scheme. 174 According to Joulfaian, 1976 was a banner year for gifts before the 1976 Tax Act took effect in 1977, mainly due to the enormous sensitivity to rate changes between those two years.175 While the revenue effect of a simpler verifiable gift tax is uncertain, the evidence from 1976 suggests a positive revenue effect from changes that would be policy improvements to the current gift tax. VI. CONCLUSION The purpose of this article is to propose a simplified verifiable gift tax, to reassert the basic principles of transfer taxes, to encourage simple, outright gifts, and to eliminate some major abuses in the current gift tax regime. To accomplish these goals, the
